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DESIGNER NOTES
GO GREEN: AN ORC'S JOURNEY is my attempt to forge Fighting Fantasy-style books, life
simulators, computer games, and card games without having a core linear story and emphasising
replayability. The player will choose how to deal with random life events. These choices will have
implications which affect later events. The key to success will be finding a good balance of your core
attributes, and remember to 'think like an orc.' In this way, I hope to provide a deep single-player
experience which lasts up to 60 minutes, where you create your own orc's entire life story and, perhaps,
laugh a little along the way.
A few years ago, I made an indie computer game called 'GREEN: AN ORC'S LIFE', based on
the amazingly successful REIGNS series of games. In Reigns, the player's life-choices were decided by
swiping either left or right. GREEN: AN ORC'S LIFE is a fun little game, well received, though crude
and lacking a proofreader or editor. I think it is time to bring orc-life to a wider audience. I am sure the
many more wannabe orcs out there are eager to live the green-life, with a more complex experience
than simply swiping left or right.
GO GREEN brings the orc simulator to tangible card game form. Using cards, tokens and
keywords, you can become an orc and forge a mediocre or magnificent destiny until your eventual
demise. Mature from a child to an old orc, becoming anything from a cursed, snivelling, puny pauper to
a famous, all-devouring, big-bellied all-you-can-eat champion, to world-saving, or world-conquering,
warlord. The world is your, slightly gone-off, green oyster.

COMPONENTS
CARDS
A: 41 Keyword cards
B: 21 End cards
C: 16 Attack cards
D: 12 Orders cards
E: 6 Auxiliary Cards

TOKENS
F: 24 Strength tokens
G: 24 Constitution
tokens
H: 24 Horde tokens
I: 12 Krog tokens
J: 12 Loot tokens
K: 1 Green Die
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GAME OVERVIEW
In GO GREEN: AN ORC'S JOURNEY you'll grow your orc and tackle your enemies in one-on-one
fights and large-scale battles. You'll make decisions based on EVENTS, chosen from a dice role.
Decide how to confront each event by making one of four choices (a, b, c, d). These will increase or
deplete your attributes while growing your tribe, all while enacting the will of the orc god Krog. With
this in mind, your orc will grow through 3 stages of life (child orc, grown orc, old orc) and your destiny
will be borne out in one of many ENDS when you give up the green ghost.
Your attributes are Strength (STR), Constitution (CON), Horde (HORDE), Loot (LOOT), and
Krog (KROG). Along your life journey, you'll use YOUR ATTACK and YOUR ORDERS cards to fight
enemies while collecting beneficial and detrimental keywords. Your attributes and keywords will
influence many of your choices. If you run out of tokens in any individual attribute, make a series of
bad choices, or finish the EVENTS in one of the old orc legacy paths, you'll die and take an END card.

ABBREVIATION KEY
STR= Strength

CON= Constitution

E.STR= Enemy Strength

E.CON= Enemy Constitution

HORDE= Horde

LOOT= Loot

E.HORDE= Enemy Horde

KROG= Krog

KW= Keyword

END= Ending

*= You must pick this card

ESC= You can escape from an enemy

PAY= You can pay-off an enemy

ROUT= You can flee from this battle
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TOKENS
Strength tokens (STR) represent your physical prowess, might and savagery during events,
fights and battles. These also represent your enemies' strength during fights and battles
(E.STR). You cannot have more than 10 STR tokens.
Constitution tokens (CON) represent your energy, stamina, life force and hit points during
events, fights and battles. These also represent your enemy's hit points during fights
(E.CON). You cannot have more than 10 STR tokens.
Horde tokens (HORDE) represent the size of your tribe, war band or army, used during
battles and events. These also represent the size of enemies' gangs, mobs and armies
(E.HORDE). You cannot have more than 10 HORDE tokens unless you get a special
KEYWORD which allows you to increase the limit to 12.
Krog tokens (KROG) represent your piety and general favour in the eyes of the orc god,
Krog. These tokens can grant you blessings and healing, or curse you to an unedifying
existence. 10 KROG tokens are your limit.
Loot tokens (LOOT) represent your accumulated booty, gold, gems and shiny trinkets.
These can be used to curry favour from others and enhance the glory of your tribe. The
limit is 10 LOOT tokens.

ACTION CARDS
Attack cards- YOUR ATTACK and ENEMY ATTACK cards: The
techniques you, and your enemies, use in combat.
Orders cards- YOUR ORDERS and ENEMY ORDERS cards: The
directions you, and your enemies, give to their armies on the road to
victory.
Keyword cards: You will often be told to take a KW: (KEYWORD) card. These cards
grant allies, confer penalties and bonuses and open up OLD ORC LEGACY paths and
END cards.
End cards: Your fate. When you finally die, either from fighting, events, or
old age, match up your TOKENS and KEYWORDS to find your END.
Use the table at the back of this book to find out how great, or irrelevant,
your orc's life had been.
Auxiliary cards: These cards are 'helper' cards, either army units for the
KEYWORD: QUEST OLD ORC path, or your tribes friendly Mercenary Band and
Travelling Shaman. Here, you'll also find a 'THIS IS YOU' card to place your tokens
around.
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FIGHTS
In GO GREEN, fights are decided with STR and CON, with a tactical element using YOUR ATTACK
and ENEMY ATTACK cards. If you reduce your enemy's STR or CON to 0 before your STR or CON
is reduced to 0, you win. After a victory, restore your STR to pre-fight values and apply any EVENT
CARD bonuses or penalties. Any CON damage you have taken remains until healed by events or the
TRAVELLING SHAMAN.

EXAMPLE
Your Grown Orc has 6 STR and 8 CON. The choice you have taken in your current EVENT pitches
you against an ELVEN ASSASSIN: STR 6, CON 6. In each round of the fight, the one with the highest
STR wins unless instructions say otherwise.

SETUP
Arrange 6 STR and 8 CON tokens for on and around your THIS IS YOU card.
Arrange 6 STR and 6 CON tokens for ASSASSIN.
ROUND 1: You choose one of your YOUR ATTACK cards. Only choose from cards you own.
YOUR ATTACK: BUTTING IN. (+1 STR this round only. If you win -2 E.CON)
Shuffle the ENEMY ATTACK deck and randomly play a card, using the ODDS) side, since this
is an odd-numbered round (rounds 1, 3, 5, 7, and so on).
ENEMY ATTACK: ODDS) DECAPITATOR
Total up each side's STR. Since BUTTING IN adds1 to your STR, you have 7 STR versus 6
E.STR (Enemy Strength.) You win since you have higher strength!
The ENEMY ATTACK card lists the outcomes. Since you won and used the BUTTING IN
attack, the enemy takes -2 E.CON damage. You also get to add an additional 1 E.STR and 1 E.CON
damage, as stated under YOU WIN on the enemy attack card.
Rearrange the ELVEN ASSASSIN so she has 5 STR (-1 E.STR) and 3 CON (-3 E.STR).
If you would both have had 6 STR, after you applied the effects of YOUR ATTACK and
ENEMY ATTACK cards, you would follow only the DRAW consequences. This is stated on the
ENEMY ATTACK card. In this case, you would lose 2 CON and your enemy would lose 2 CON (-2
E.CON).
If you would have had less than 6 STR against your enemy's 6 STR, you would follow only the
YOU LOSE. Consequences. In this case, you would lose 6 CON.
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ROUND 2: ASSASSIN: 5 STR, 3 CON.
This round should be easier since you now have greater STR than your enemy. Keep in mind
that some ENEMY ATTACKS can affect STR and cut you down to size!.
Repeat what you did for ROUND 1, with some exceptions. You cannot use either side of any
YOUR ATTACK card you have already played two rounds in a row and must play a different YOUR
ATTACK card. On this new card, you can choose either side to play against your enemy.
Randomly draw a new ENEMY ATTACK, and, this time, play the EVENS) side. For every evennumbered round (2, 3, 4, 6, and so on), you would choose this side. Shuffle the ENEMY ATTACK,
randomly draw a card and place the last round's ENEMY ATTACK card back in the deck.
Follow the instructions and apply any damage after each round. The one with the highest STR,
after penalties and bonuses, wins. Continue until either you or your enemy, reach 0 STR or CON.
Death can not be spared by prayers to KROG. If you both reach either 0 STR or 0 CON
simultaneously, you both die of your wounds. If you die, take an END card. If you win, apply any
benefits or consequences listed on your EVENT card.

ESCAPING and PAYOFFS
If your enemy encounter includes the (ESC) and/or (PAY) in their attributes, you can escape the battle,
or pay the foe to leave you alone. You can do this at any time in the fight. If you escape, you must
deduct 1 STR, 1 HORDE, and 2 KROG. If you pay off the enemy, you must deduct -1 HORDE, -1
KROG, and -2 LOOT. Take no other benefits from the event. Then, roll the dice to encounter your next
EVENT card.

FOOD FIGHTS
Sometimes you will get to exercise your orc's vast appetite. Play food fights the way you would a
normal fight. Imagine each attack as an attack on your plate of grub, or mug full of frothy grog.
Whether you win or lose, restore your STR and CON after the fight. You cannot die! If you win, take
all the bonuses and penalties. If you lose, take only the penalties, no KEYWORDS, and move on to the
next event.
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BATTLES
Battles work in a similar way to fights, but with some differences. For battles, you use HORDE and
STR tokens for BATTLE POINTS (BP), supplemented by YOUR ORDERS cards. Battle Points are
calculated by adding HORDE to STR, with each HORDE token counting as 10 points, and each STR
token counting as 1.
If HORDE is reduced to 0, you die. STR is restored after the battle and, for BATTLES, 0 STR
does not result in your death. Some ORDERS will damage your CON too. If you are reduced to 0
CON, you die.
If you win, take any benefits or penalties associated with the event which led to battle.
Commonly, you will lose a small amount of CON after a successful battle. Think of these as wounds
taken in the chaos of war.

EXAMPLE
Your GROWN ORC has 5 HORDE and 6 STR. Each Horde is worth 10 BP (Battle Points), so with
HORDE alone, you have 50 BP. Add 6 STR. Your total is 56 BP. This means that a high strength can tip
the balance. STR can also be targeted by various ORDERS.
Your EVENT selection tells you to battle an UNDEAD SWARM: HORDE 6, STR 4.
In a battle, the side with the greatest BP wins the round.

SETUP
Arrange 5 HORDE and 6 STR tokens nest to and around your THIS IS YOU card, which gives you 56
BP (Battle Point).
Arrange 6 HORDE (E.HORDE) and 4 STR (E.STR) tokens for UNDEAD SWARM, which gives you
64 BP.
ROUND 1: Take all the YOUR ORDERS cards.
Choose a YOUR ORDERS card.
YOUR ORDERS: CENTRE CHARGE. (+2 temp HORDE (temporary HORDE this round only) if
enemy CENTRE isn't BRACED.
Shuffle the ENEMY ORDERS deck and randomly take a card. Since this is turn 1, play the
ODDS) side.
ENEMY ORDERS: ODDS) LEFT FLANK BRACE (If your RIGHT FLANK is charging,
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temp. -3 HORDE this round).
Total up each side's BP with bonuses or penalties applied. You should add 2 HORDE worth of
BP, therefore 20 BP, since the enemy centre is not braced. You suffer no penalties since your right flank
is not charging. If YOUR ORDERS stated that your right flank was charging, the ENEMY ORDERS
card would counter this and you would deduct 3 HORDE worth of BP ( 30 BP) for this round only.
Your BP= 76 (with bonus 20 BP) vs Enemy BP =64.
You win since you have more BP. The YOUR ORDERS card lists the damage.
Since you won and used the CENTRE CHARGE order, the enemy takes -4 E.HORDE and -2
E.STR damage. Add any consequences on the ENEMY ORDERS cards, under YOU WIN, if there are
any. Rearrange the UNDEAD army so they have 2 HORDE (-4 E.HORDE) and 2 STR (-2 E.STR).
If you would both have had the same BP, you would follow only the DRAW consequences,
stated on the ENEMY ORDERS card. In this case, you would lose 2 CON and your enemy would
suffer nothing.
If you would have had less BP than your enemy, you would follow only the YOU LOSE:
consequences. In this case, you would lose 1 HORDE and 2 CON.
ROUND 2: UNDEAD SWARM: 2 HORDE, 2 STR.
Repeat what you did for ROUND 1, with some exceptions. You cannot use either side of any YOUR
ORDERS card you played two rounds in a row and must play a different YOUR ORDERS card. You
must shuffle the ENEMY ORDERS deck and randomly pick a new card, placing the last round's card
back in the deck afterwards. This time, play the EVENS) side. The side with the highest BP wins.
Continue until either you, or your enemy, reach 0 HORDE, or if you are reduced to 0 CON. If
you both reach either 0 HORDE or 0 CON simultaneously, you both die of your wounds. Take an END
card. Remember, 0 STR does not kill you during a battle.

ROUT
If your enemy encounter has (ROUT) included in their attributes, you are able to run away and survive
the battle, but only if you have 3 HORDE or more. The enemy will slaughter your HORDE and take
your LOOT. If you ROUT set your HORDE and LOOT to 1. Take no other benefits, penalties or
KEYWORDS from the event. Roll the dice for your next EVENT.

BB BALL
You may get a chance to play a Bloody Bladder Ball match. Play this as you would any battle. Imagine
your orders as your team's tactics during the match. Whether you win or lose, restore all HORDE, STR
and CON after the fight. If you win, take all bonuses and penalties. If you lose, take only the penalties
and no KEYWORDS. Then move on to the next event.
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GAME RULES
SETUP
Arrange your ACTION cards into 6 piles for YOUR ATTACK, YOUR ORDERS, ENEMY ATTACK,
ENEMY ORDERS, KEYWORDS, and ENDS. Take the THIS IS YOU card. around.
Turn to the first CHILD ORC event, SPAWNED. Arrange any tokens around your THIS IS
YOU card, to help you keep track. Now you're all set!

DEATH
In GO GREEN: you die if you run out of CON, STR, HORDE, KORG or LOOT tokens. Some events
will kill you outright if you have certain KEYWORDS or have taken certain choices. Typically, you'll
die from having 0 STR or 0 CON from a FIGHT or BATTLE. Remember, after a FIGHT or BATTLE
you should restore your STR to pre-fight/battle levels.

END
Whether you die from wounds, faithlessness, or run out of events and therefore die from old age, your
orc deserves a short obituary. Note your final tokens and keywords, and also the specific instructions on
certain cards, to decide your END.
In the final pages of the full game book, you can find all the endings your orc can achieve.
Some are unworthy of an orc, some are a cause of pride, a few are legendary and one is epic!

HOW TO PLAY
CHILD ORC EVENTS
We start with the CHILD ORC events. Read the first event for CHILD ORC, called SPAWNED.
Follow the instructions and choose 1 YOUR ATTACK card, take all the YOUR ORDERS cards, and 1
of each token. As an orc child, you can take 1 CON after every EVENT card.
Roll your dice and move down to the corresponding EVENT. If you roll a one, go to the next
event. If you roll a 5, go to the fifth event after the one you have just completed. Choose how to
approach this event in one of four ways (a, b, c or d). Complete any FIGHTS or BATTLE, apply any
bonuses or penalties, add any KEYWORDS, and then move on to the next event by rolling the dice,
After every event, if you survive, keep rolling the die and moving forward, until you run out of
CHILD ORC EVENTS. Once you do, go to the first GROWN ORC EVENT. Congratulations, you
have become a GROWN ORC!
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*NOTE* When you encounter an EVENT choice marked with an asterisk *, you MUST choose this
event if you meet the requirements.

GROWN ORC
Keep all tokens, KEYWORDS, YOUR ATTACK, and YOUR ORDERS cards from your CHILD ORC
days. Start your adulthood with the first GROWN ORC event, called READY!
As the event states, add 1 more YOUR ATTACK card and add 1 HORDE token. Take the
TRAVELLING SHAMAN and MERCENARY BAND card. You can use this card to bolster your
tokens, for a price, at the end of an event, after you have made your choices, except if the consequences
of a choice have reduced any of your attributes to 0. Krog will not raise you from the dead. You cannot
use these cards during a fight or battle, but can at the start of a fight or battle, before the first round.
After every event and choice, roll the six-sided die and move down the page to the relevant
event, taking bonuses, penalties and any KEYWORD you are instructed to. Keep rolling for events
until you run out of GROWN ORC EVENTS. You have become an old orc and must choose your first
OLD ORC EVENT based on your legacy..

OLD ORC
Congratulations! You have survived longer than most orcs. As an OLD ORC, you can fulfil great
ambitions. Or not, as the case may be.
Before you take your first steps as an OLD ORC, take note of your KEYWORDS. Find the
OLD ORC, LEGACY EVENT that matches your situation the best, then start with that first event there.
If 2 events, or more, match your situation, choose which you wish to play. If you lack relevant
keywords, start with the event marked OLD ORC, LEGACY: OLD ORC.
EXAMPLE: The event marked OLD ORC LEGACY: KROG CHOSEN tells the player to select
it if they have KW: KC. If you match this, start play from here.
A few of the events LEGACY: QUEST branch will tell you to add an allied army to your ranks. To do
this, find the relevant card and keep it with your tokens, for example -ELVEN GUERILLAS-.
All OLD ORC LEGACY paths are to be followed one event at a time, one after another, with no
die roll. Each path has a FINAL EVENT. For example, the LEGACY: QUEST path finishes with, THE
FINAL BATTLE. If you take the LEGACY: QUEST path, this must be the final event. After this, you
must accept your END.
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